
 

Tutorial for importing 2016 Census Tract  

and Family Status Data Into Qgis 

 

Browse for the Census Tract shape file. 

 

 



 



Open the census tract layer attribute table. 

 



Browse for the csv file. 

 



A second layer should appear in your menu.  

 



 

Open the csv file’s attribute table. Your values may not be sorted in this order, but they should be left-

justified with the decimal places preserved.  



 

We’ll join the two layers using the ID numbers in the Census Family and CTUID tables.   

Right-click on the census track layer, chose the “Properties” option from the drop-down menu, the 

“Joins” tab, and the “+” sign.  

 



 



We are joining the csv file to the shape file we’ve highlighted. Select the “Census Family” and “CTUID” 

columns from the respective drop-down menus.  

Select “Apply” and “OK”.  



 

Open the the census tract layer’s attribute tabe and scroll to the right to ensure the join worked.  

From here, we can select the census metropolitan area (CMANAME) of interest. We’ll use the “Select 

features using an expression” process to make the selection. 



 

 

Double-click on the CMANAME label to make it appear in the panel to the left.  



 

Type the “=” sign, and then ‘Halifax’, making sure that the census metropolitan area you select is 

surrounded by single quotes. Once you’ve typed the expression, click the “Select” tab at the bottom 

right, and then the “Select” option from the top of the drop-down menu.  



If successful, the Halifax rows should be highlighted. (NOTE: All the Halifax census tracts are together 

because I sorted the CMANAME field in descending order, and scrolled down to the Halifax section.) 

Close the dialogue box.  



 

Now we want to save the selected census metropolitan areas as a new layer. To do this, right click on 

the census tract layer and select the “Save As…” option from the drop-down menu. Select the GeoJSON 

option from the “Format” box. Unlike the ESRI Shapefile option, GeoJSON (discussed on pages 121-122 

of The Data Journalist) allows for more characters in the column headings, which means that the original 

titles will be preserved. The ESRI Shapefile format limits column headings to 10 characters.  

 

http://geojson.org/
http://geojson.org/


 

BE SURE TO CHECK THE “Save only selected features” option, otherwise, you’ll just end up with the 

ensure layer. Once you’ve made the selection, the new layer will appear in your “Layers Panel.” 



 

To see the new layer, select the “Zoom to Layer” option.  

 



 







 



The two screen grabs contain the data for the Halfax file.  Widen the column widths to see that the titles 

have been preserved, and the numbers have one decimal, instead of many. 

 

We want to assign colours to each of the census tracts using the same “gradient”.  



Right-click on the Halifax layer to obtain the “Properties” option from the drop-down layer. Now we 

want to choose which value to display in our map. For the purposes of this exercise, select the last 

column to the left, which, as we can see from the original table, is the “% change lone-parent families”. 

Make sure that you’re in the “Layer Properties” “Style” tab.  

Select the “Graduated” option, and the final column from the drop-down menu (again, we can worry 

about renaming the columns that have been stripped of their original titles later). 

 

Qgis defaults to five “Classes”: that is, five categories selected at equal intervals. We can always increase 

the number of classes and change the intervals to better reflect our data. For now, let’s stick with the 

default setting.  

http://www.davidmckie.com/2016%20Census_Family%20Structure.zip


Select the “Classify” tab to see the categories. 



 

Now the map needs reference points, markers that help to identify the neighborhoods that contain the 

highest growth represented by the darkest colours on the gradient, which in thise case is blue.  

For this, we’ll need to add a basemap, using the OpenLayer’s option under the “Web” section of our 

menu. If you don’t have this option, you’ll have to download the “OpenLayers” plug-in by going to the 

“Plugins” section of your menu and then browsing for, and installing “OpenLayers”. 

 

Now you can go to the “Web” section of your menu to retrieve a basemap.  



 

Once the map is selected, drag it to the bottom of your layer’s menu in the “Layers Panel” to the left. 

 



Now we can zoom to the neighborhoods with the darkest areas. To make it easier to see the basemap, 

you can return to the “Properties” style section and increase the transparency of the Halifax layer to 

about 50 percent. 

 

For additional context that could help with  our storytelling, we can add an additional layer to the map: 

federal electoral boundaries, which is located in the “Federal Ridings” folder in the zip file we’re using 

for this tutorial. We’ll need to import the shape file from the folder. 

 

http://www.davidmckie.com/Final_Census_Families_2016-2011_updated.zip


 

The federal riding layer is covering other ones. So drag to the bottom. 

 



To see the names and boundaries of the federal ridings, right-click on the riding’s layer to obtain the 

“Properties” option. 

 

Select the “Show labels for this layer” option, and the “FEDNAME” from the drop-down menu. 

 



Select “Apply” and “OK”. 

 

Not bad, but we want to see the electoral boundaries, in order to more precisely identify where the 

darker – or lighter areas indicating low-growth areas – regions are located.  

Return to “Properties”. 



Select “Style”, and click on the “Simple fill” tab. 

 

(Note: your initial fill colour will be different) 



Select the white from the “Fill” drop-down menu. 

 

The “Fill” colour should be blank; choose an “Outline” colour to make it distinguishable on the map; 

select the “Outline width”; increase the thickness of the line to make it easier to see; increase the 



transparency. If you’re happy with the result, select “Apply” and “OK”. 

 

Now you can more easily identify the areas of interest and the members of Parliament who are 

responsible for them.  

For a similar tutorial using census data that is linked to Chapter 7 of our textbook, The Data Journalist, 

please click this link.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.davidmckie.com/CH7%20-%20Joining%20Maps%20to%20Other%20Datasets%20in%20QGIS.pdf

